We all are surrounded by and exposed to many chemicals in our 
amounts of all sorts of chemicals in our bodies. The more sophisticated our methods of analyses become, the more likely will it be to demonstrate the presence of such compounds.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are present in soil and surface water, and with very sensitive methods, could probably also be determined in people. What is the significance of such levels and at what point do they cause an impact on human health? Only by comparing populations with high and low levels of these types of chemicals over extended periods of time will we be able to determine this. It will, however, not be possible to establish within a relatively uniformly exposed population what the health impact of such trace contamination might be.
Similarly, the biological systems that may be affected by undue chemical exposure, such as serum lipid levels, liver function tests, chromosomes, nerve conduction, reproduction, and immune response have not been extensively studied in the general population, and good baseline data for the general population are presently not available (3). Serum lipid levels are an exception. They have been determined in large samples of the general population under controlled laboratory conditions (4) . In this study, information on confounding variables, such as height, weight, blood pressure, smoking, occupation and use of hormones was also collected, making this a very useful data base.
The data bases that are available primarily for pesticides and related compounds and their limitations will be discussed by Dr. Murphy.
Because some human samples, such as breast milk, are more easily available than others, they are sometimes suggested as media for monitoring purposes. That approach will be discussed later in this symposium (5 In recent studies, it has been found that both mean total DDT and PCB levels increase with age in serum (7, 8) The results reported thus far have involved small groups of patients and it is difficult to draw any conclusions from these reports. An increased concentration of organochlorine compounds in extracted lipids of malignant breast tissue was reported when these tissues were compared to adjacent apparently normal tissue, suggesting that some halogenated aromatic compounds are concentrated in malignant tissue. In contrast, in a recent study in rats, the concentration of polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs) in liver cancers were the same as in the surrounding normal liver tissue (14) . In this study, exposure was stopped almost two years before the rats were killed. In the human situation, exposure probably occurred up to the time the tissue was obtained. Since the tissue concentrations of PBBs were higher in the rats, this may have affected tissue distribution, and different results may also be obtained for different compounds. Any generalizations at this point would be premature and additional well-designed studies are needed to elucidate these findings. Since these types of tissue analyses are time consuming and expensive, most reported studies have involved only few samples. Metals, on the other hand, have been studied more extensively. Lead is probably the most studied in this respect, but even there, much is argued about permissible blood lead levels. Not much is known about chronic effects of lead on the kidneys (15) , nor do we know how much more susceptible subpopulations, such as patients with sickle cell disease, might be to the toxic effects of lead (16) . In many studies, particularly those affecting minerals and heavy metals in drinking water, speciation and bioavailability are usually not considered, making it impossible to draw comparisons between different studies (17 
